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Team-Oriented BDI Agents in the 2005 Visual Gaming Competition Environment



Benjamin Dittes School of Computer Science and Engineering University of New South Wales June 2005 supervised by Wayne Wobcke



Abstract While working on an entry for the Imagine Cup 2005, Visual Gaming section, an team-oriented BDI agent framework was developed in C#. This report will discuss this object-oriented framework and its application in the contest. A focus is made on how certain design decissions that come with every creation of an agent framework, for instance how to deal with con icting goals, where successfully kept out of the application independent core and what bene ts in abstraction and exibility that oers. The provided team capabilities are sucient for the competition but the environment provides global belief, so no analysis of communication or belief propagation was made. Of course, since this is a report on the Visual Gaming competition as well, the rules and topics like path planning and global planning will also be explored, each in a scope needed for the competition. A thoroughly analysed scenario demonstrates how the system reacts to the dynamics of the Visual Gaming contest and an application in a modi ed Tileworld context shows the usability in other environments.
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Introduction



During the last decades agents have found an increasingly important place in complex dynamic software systems. In modelling close-realword multi-agent environments, a particular type of agent system, the Belief-Desire-Intention agent, has emerged as a robust but dynamic solution. This report will assume a basic understanding of BDI agent systems, a good overview of agents in general can be found in [1] while [2] gives an introduction to BDI agents in particular. The motivation behind this article is the Microsoft Imagine Cup. It is an annual international competition in a multitude of categories, from Software Design to Short Film. The `Visual Gaming' category oered the perfect chance to develop and test an agent framework. At the heart is a gaming environment that allows two multi-agent software systems to compete for domination and points on a two-dimensional map. With the need to simultaniously control up to 40 seperate agents in a large hostile and dynamic environment, a team-oriented BDI agent framework was the solution of choice. This environment imposes a number of constraints on the used solution: First, timing is very strict and the system has a very limited time slot to think without losing turns { this is why no massive reasoning can be done. Secondly, the system only has the chance to change the agent's basic tasks every four turns, forcing the system to give immediate responses. Section 2 will give an introduction to the environment and it's runtime behaviour. Including a few philosophical remarks, section 3 will explain the theory behind the developed framework by interpreting the basic concepts of a BDI agent in an object-oriented context. Once the ideas behind the framework are clear, section 4 will apply it to the Visual Gaming competition, explaining the used agents, goals and plans. Additionally, a number of topics that were not directly related to the agent framework but still important for the competition are explored, namely path planning and global planning.
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The Visual Gaming Environment



2.1 Background story Professor Hoshimi is sick! In order to save him from a deadly virus, extremely small NanoBots must be injected into the blood to trasfer a healthy substance, called AZN, from a number of source points to so-called HoshimiPoints to inject it there with the help of NanoNeedles. While doing this the NanoBots are attacked by the body's defending white blood cells and the more agressive virus cells themselves, called black cells. Since failure is not an option, the best possible NanoBots controller must rst be found by testing them in a laboratory against each other.



2.2 More scienti c On a two-dimensional 200x200 discrete map of the blood vessel, two software systems (henceforth called `players') and a `defender' software provided by the competition control the behaviour of a number of agents (bots or blood cells). The map denotes wheter a position is passable (distinguishing three blood densities aecting the speed of movement) or not and also marks the positions of the AZN sources (yellow rectangles) and the Hoshimi Points where the AZN is to be injected (white diamonds). Points are earned by storing AZN in special NanoNeedle bots build on Hoshimi points. On every Hoshimi point there can be only one NanoNeedle { a very important fact in a two-player game. A section of the map could look like this:
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Figure 1: A section of a Visual Gaming map. Red is passable blood of the lowest density, yellow is an AZN source and white are Hoshimi points.



2.3 Agent types and their abilities The agents (both bots and blood cells) can have the following abilities, depending on their type and characteristics:



 



  



Most agents can or less time.



move.



Depending on blood density this takes more



The ability to defend allows agents to shoot at other agents. Since this is a healing mission, competing players can not shoot on each other, but blood cells can shot on everyone and everyone can shoot on blood cells. Every bot can scan for other bots. The scan distance depends on the bot's characteristics



Most important, the ability to collect and transfer allows a bot to get AZN from the sources and transfer it to a NanoNeedle built on a Hoshimi point. Every player has exactly one bot that can build. Moveable bots are built at the `injection point', chosen at the beginning of the game by each player { in a sense, those bots are not built, but called into the game. Stationary bots are built at the position of the building bot.



Additionally, every agent has a xed constitution from which hits are subtracted until the bot dies. 5



To solve the task of safely collecting and transfering AZN, the players each control up to 40 NanoBots, each of one of the following ve types:







The NanoAI is the `control centre' of the agent system. There is exactly one per player, she is responsible for building the other NanoBots and she must not die until the end of the game. The NanoAI can build and move, has a rather high constitution and very limited scan.







The NanoNeedle can store up to 100 units of AZN which are transformed into points if the NanoNeedle is built on a Hoshimi point and alive at the end of the game. A NanoNeedle can be able to defend itself and is stationary.







The NanoCollector is the most important type of bot in the game. It can move and depending on the characteristics, it can both be able to transfer up to 20 units of AZN or defend itself and other accompanying bots.







The NanoExplorer is a very special bot. With no transfer or defense capabilities, very low constitution but an extremely high scan radius it is built for scan support and reconnaissance. The NanoExplorer can move through all blood densities with high speed and is unaected by NanoBlockers.







The NanoBlocker is a stationary bot with very high constitution and middle-range scan. It has the special ability to massively slow down opponent and enemy agents (except NanoExplorers) in close range. It is the only means to aect the other player.



A very interesting feature of the environment is the ability to `tune' the bots characteristics within each type. While it is not possible to change characteristics of a built bot, a player can choose which of an arbitary number of prede ned avours of, for instance, NanoCollector he wants to build. That way, it is possible to build NanoCollectors with high constitution that can collect and transfer but not defend, or alternatively construct NanoCollectors that cannot collect but have good scan and defense capabilities. This allows a high variety of bots and, ultimately, encourages the construction of teams where each task can be carried out by a bot best suited for the task. As an 6



example, a team of 5 collectors would be able to completely ll a needle, but it would probably not survive the journey without a few accompanying bots specialized in defending the team and a NanoExplorer to see enemy agents before running into them.



2.4 The runtime behaviour The game is played in discrete time intervals of 200ms, called `turns'. Although every agent carries out her current basic task (one of the capabilities except scanning which is done automatically) in each turn, it is only possible to change the current basic tasks of all agents every four turns. This is implemented by calling a `WhatToDoNext' function in the player's software every four turns, which can then process all the current informations and assign new basic tasks to all agents. The game engine is very sensitive to the 200ms-per-turn schedule. If a player's WhatToDoNext function does not nish within the current turn, none of his agents perform any action in the turn. If the function is still not nished the next turn, he misses another turn and so on. Every six turns, the scan information is updated. Since this (and all other) information is globally accessible to all agents of one player, scanning in such large intervals gives a good counterpart: Information is always accessible but almost never up-to-date. The information gathered about another bot contains its player id (to distinguish between blood cells and bots), its type, current basic task and possibly the point it is moving to or shooting at. At the beginning of a game, the complete map including all AZN sources and Hoshimi points is know to both players. The rst task for a player is to choose an injection point by implementing a function called by the game engine: ChooseInjectionPoint. Note that the game is already running, so the longer the player needs to choose, the more turns at the beginning of the game he will miss. After an injection point has been chosen, the NanoAI of the player is inserted into the game and can start building the other bots, one every 4 turns (the command to build the next bot can only be given in
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the next WhatToDoNext call)1 . After exactly 1500 turns, or 5 minutes, the game ends. The winner is determined by comparing the score earned by building and lling NanoNeedles built on Hoshimi points.



1 There



is an exploit to build one bot per turn using a number of bugs in the game engine, but this report as well as my entry for the competition conforms to the rules.
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3



The Agent Framework



3.1 The BDI Approach In the eld of BDI agent systems, most research either deals with philosophical exploration of the three main aspects { belief, desire and intention { or with actually implementing a system based on some pinpointed interpretation of those aspects. I will quickly review what I believe is the general opinion on those aspects before continuing to the interpretations that led to the agent framework. While the term belief is very clear in theory { as in: everybody has a good understanding of what belief means, independent of the implementation {, most research has interpreted belief as a xed data structure handling information, like a logics-based formalisms, as for instance in [4], or a database-like structure as used by JACK Intelligent AgentsTM ([9]). Then again, belief is the most implementation-related aspect. The individual opinions dier much more when it comes to intention, as was impressively illustrated in [3]. I believe this dierentiation mainly arises from the duality of the word `intention': the meaning in `intending to do something' is completely dierent from the meaning in `doing an action intentionally'. In the rst case, intention is the commitment to achieve something { but not the means { thus spawning the term `goal'. In the second case, intention is the set of actions { here: the means { to achieve somthing, thus spawning the term `plan'. Intentions are created because something has to be done and simultanously are responsible for reasoning about how it can be done. The goal and the plan to achieve it are united in our common understanding of intention. The third main aspect of BDI systems, desire, is the one with the most interpretations and the one with the least agreement. Bratman, Israel and Pollack have written a marvelous paper ([5]) on practical reasoning which I mostly agree with because it uses a fairly similiar interpretation of intention, goals and plans as described in the last paragraph { and the notion of an `option' shall concern us a little later {, but their view of desire as a means of occasionally pointing out an opportunity does not live up to the role it 9



should have as a term equally important to belief and intention in a BDI agent. The fourth aspect that must concern us is teamwork. A very thorough theoretical examination of that topic was done by Cohen and Levesque in [6], while Tambe oers a more praxis related approach in [7]. Both papers explore the aspects of teams from the point of view of the basic agent { strictly bottom-up, so to speak. I believe that this is only one way to look at teamwork: A far simpler way to implement teamwork is by agent hierarchies. This is not only a much more straight-forward approach to creating teams but it also conforms with the line of thought to plan complex high-level goals and subsequently dissolve them into more context-dependent basic actions. With hierarchical teams, this process is no longer restricted to the complexity level but also works on the hierarchy level, giving high-level goals to teams and writing plans to dissolve them into low-level goals on members. This is the approach chosen by JACK and used in the agent framework presented here.



3.2 The underlying interpretations In order to produce an agent framework, the task now is to nd a de nitive interpretation of the main terms `belief', `desire' and `intention'. Following the line of thought from the last section, I will split the term `intention' into `goal' and `plan'.



Belief



In an object-oriented context, where everything happens on the code level, there is no need for a more detailed de nition of belief, at least not on the application-independent level. Belief is generally all the objects the agent object has access to. They can simply contain data or oer any kind of functionality on their own. If required, each application can add a more concrete representation of belief, but that is no concern of the framework.
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Goals



A goal is modelled as a software object which identi es the kind of goal it is by it's type2 and may contain an arbitary set of parameters ne tuning the wanted behaviour. This is enough because in the BDI framework, the actual goal object merely acts as a messenger, carrying the possibly parameterized request to the agent.



Plans



The interpretation of a plan3 used for this architecture will be very code-based and thus much more dynamic than most other agent systems. JACK ([9]) for instance sees a plan as a sequence { or more general: a graph { of basic actions: raising subgoals or events, reading or modifying the belief and interacting with the world. Firby uses a similiar approach to plans in his RAP system ([8]) but groups them together to allow for more reactive execution: what he calls a `RAP' is in fact the collection of a number of JACK-like plans, each written to achieve the goal in a dierent enviromental situation. The similiarity between those two and most other systems I have encountered is that they completely seperate the plan from its execution: the plan is merely a `layout' for what the agent is to do while another entity in the system { usually called the `interpreter' or the execution engine { is responsible for carrying out those actions. In this agent framework, a plan will be implemented as the combined entity to create, execute and monitor the basic actions. This `active plan' should no longer be seen as a static set of information used by another entity to make the agent move, but as an active and dynamic part of the architecture, able to make the hard decissions itself. Every plan is a software entity able not only to create and execute the next basic actions for the agent but also to react to new goals { determining compatibility { and new events { in uencing how the agent will react to them. The plans4 step into center-stage of the agent-based application.



Events



Although inherently dierent in the way it is processed, an event uses a representation to that of a goal: a typed software object with a set 2 This



is, of course, only possible because .NET is a completely type-safe environment. am not referring to an instantiated { or adapted { plan, but to a general plan. 4 Now in plural: There will be many (general) plans for many goals and situations in every application of the framework. 3I
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of parameters. The dierence between a goal and an event is that an event may lead to a goal, depending on how the agent reacts to it.



Desires



The notion of an `option' described in [5] refers to a possible line of action to respond to a given goal. In the paper, these options can originate from a reasoning system or an opportunity analyser and after ltering they are subject to delibaration to choose the options to pursue. In my interpretation of goals and plan, those `options' are represented by general plans that might be able to solve an incoming goal. Those plans however are not created dynamically but originate from a plan library and involve neither planning nor opportunism5 . Nonetheless, the problem of choosing which plan to select remains. My interpretation of desires targets this problem: dierent plans may still achieve the same goal, but with dierent eects on the world { if the TV does not work I might simply buy a new one or I might decide to check whether all the cables are plugged in correctly, resulting in severely dierent nal state of the world (or, more precisely, my bank account). At this point, comparing those plans is no trivial task. Depending on the current state of the agent, the current state of the world and the projected result of the executed plan, a comparison must be done. If I had unlimited funds, I would be happy to buy a new TV instantly because then I could be sure the thing would nally work. But most certainly the agent will not have unlimited funds and has to consider other desires before comfort. More precisely formulated: In this interpretation, desires are used as a multidimensional situation-dependent quality function. I will refer to one dimension with the term `desire' and to the whole quality with the term `desire set'. A desire set is a mapping, assigning each desire from an ordered number of desires (like { in this order { safety, health, money and comfort) a numerical value. Two desire sets can now be compared by prioritizing the lower desires, but only until they reach a value of saturation. This limit is necessary to discourage plans that provide unnecessarily high values for lower desires { like hiring a 24 hour security guard to protect your new TV against thieves { while completely draining other desires. In order to compare plans, the plans are asked to each produce a projected desire set of the result of their handling a given goal. Those desire sets, each 5 Of



course, the goals themselves may have originated from a higher planner or opportunity analyser.
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added to the current desire set of the agent, can now be compared to isolate the plan that best achieves the goal.



Agents



The interpretation of an agent is very straight-forward. An agent is a software object that knows her own capabilities and has some reference to her beliefs, local of global as they may be. Also, an agent knows all her plans, active and incative. I found it unnecessary to distinguish basic and team agents and so have given the abstract Agent base class a set to store team members in. A member is not directly a reference to another agent but should be understood as a position in the team which describes the required capabilities and the importance for the team and may have a reference to an employed agent lling this position. An agent has the functionality to respond to goals and event with adding new plans or updating the existing ones and to update her current desire set according to her current beliefs.



3.3 From theory to practice Based on the presented interpretations in the last section, I will here describe the ner details of how agents and plans work in this framework.



Belief



The framework makes absolutely no assumption about belief. This is an application-depentend part and thus must not be speci ed in the framework.



Goals & Events



The abstract base-class for goal only stores the state of the goal (`created', `processing', `aborted' or `accomplished') and leaves the introduction of parameters to the application-dependent inheriting classes. The same goes for the events, but instead of a state it only stores a boolean to say wheter the event is still valid: events are not `accomplished', they are either valid or not.
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Desires



Before two desire sets can be compared, a common de nition of the desires, their order, weight and saturations must be created. For this purpose, there is the class `DesireSetting' which stores exatly this information and is used to create instances of the class `DesireSet' which assigns each of the desires from the setting a oating-point value. If two desire sets have the same desire setting, they can be compared in sense of `equals' and `less-than', allowing them to be sorted. Additionally, two desire sets of the same setting can be added { a trivial operation which adds up the assigned oating-point values.



Plans



Although the above interpretation states that a plan is a code-based software entity which therefore could do anything any program could, the question must be answered with what right this piece of program may be called `plan' in a BDI context. Obviously, not every program gouverning the behaviour of an agent may be called plan. In this case however, the answer is that although the contents of this piece of program is unlimited, it's structure is not. There is more to a plan that the main execution function: a plan must de ne for what goals it is applicable, whether the current situation ts this plan { with our notion of desire: how good it ts this plan {, whether it is compatible with other goals and so forth. . . To enforce that a plan used with this architecture provides all this functionality, it has to be derived from the abstract `Plan' base-class and thus has to implement all the neccessary abstract functions. Apart from that, the class `Plan' provides a little functionality of it's own: With either a stack or a queue, a plan may have a number of similiar goals to be executed in order. Whenever the current goal is accomplished (no matter if this is a result of the plan itself or not), the next goal is pulled out or the plan nished if there are no more goals. To in uence the order in which the currently active plans are executed on an agent, every plan has a static integer priority. Plans with low priority are executed before plans with high priority. The possible states of a plan are `created', `running', `forced into pause', `aborted' and `done'. A plan always has a reference to the agent it is running on. The functionality of the derived plan classes must be implemented in the following set of abstract functions: 1. `CanGenerallyPerform' should do a belief-independent yes-or-no lter14



ing if this plan is able to deal with a certain type of goal. 2. `GetCurrentlyAccomplishableDesireSetForGoal' should predict the desire set achieved by executing a given goal { depending on the current beliefs of the associated agent. 3. `ReactToNewGoal' should produce a reaction to a new goal the agent faces. This reaction can be either `compatible', `incompatible' or `I can do it'. `Compatible' means that this goal may be pursued in parallel to the plan's execution, no matter which plan will handle it. `Incompatible' means that as long as the new goal is pursued, this plan will not continue because this might lead to collisions in the basic actions: A plan guiding the agent to A will be incompatible with a goal to go to B. `I can do it' means that the plan itself is ready to integrate this goal into its current behaviour: a plan to move the agent could accept the goal to deal with enemys by changing its path to evade them. 4. `ReactToNewEvent' should react to a new event with either `dismissed' { the event is of no interest {, `must be handled' { the event threatens the plan, but the plan is not designed to deal with it { or `I can handle it' { the plan feels the event must be dealt with and is able to do this himself; usually used to prepare for reacting with `I can do it' to the goal that results from the event if it has to be handled (see paragraph on `Agents'). 5. `ExecuteStep' is the main execution function. It creates and executes the next basic actions. As described in the interpretations, a plan is no longer a set of prede ned actions but the software entity to create, execute and monitor them. There is one catch here: since the actions of the plan are not executed by a seperate software entity, a call to `ExecuteStep' cannot be split, it is an atomic event in the agent framework. Since one call is naturally not enough for the plan to nish, a plan is executed by calling this one function again and again in each execution cycle of the framework. As a result, the next basic actions will be generated the moment before thay are executed, based on the plan's current evalutation of the belief. This execution mode may be a bit unorthodox in a BDI agent framework but it still conforms to the general understanding of a plan: once the goal is accomplished or aborted (no matter why), the plans stops executing { in the atomic 15



interpretation of ExecuteStep this means that the function will not be called again if it accomplished the goal. Although this function may be quite complicated to consider a possibly large number of side eects, this must not be mistaken for planning { as in: creating plans. The baviour in each step is always hard-wired and should, in a well-designed application of the framework, leave the deliberation to the code that choses plans. This architecture allows for all the usual kinds of plans:







Linear execution plans may just execute the next from a list of actions in every call of ExecuteStep.







Monitoring plans can evaluate the world and raise other goals or events when they detect something.







Team plans can analyze the members of the associated agent6 and raise dierent goals on selected members of the team.







Complex plans can combine all three of those eects to monitor the world while executing a list of actions on a basic of team agent.



Plans are registered in a PlanLibrary where they can be accessed by indexing over the agent type they are running on and the goal that has to be accomplished.



Agents



The `Agent' class now has to bring all those parts together by providing the hard-wired logic of dealing with goals and events as well as chosing and executing plans. An agent carries information about the active and inactive plans, the team members (if any), the current desire set (a kind of agent state), the agent's capabilities and his name (possibly important for identifying team members). The agent's functionality is encapsulated in the following functions: 6 In



this very interesting case, the structure of the agent hierarchy itself technically becomes part of the agent's belief and is therefore accesible to the plans
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1.



2.



RaiseNewGoal will nd a plan to accomplish a goal. First, the agent



will call the `ReactToNewGoal' function on all active plans. If any of those plans react with `I can do it', the agent probes the projected desire sets of those plans for the new goal (`GetCurrentlyAccomplishableDesireSetForGoal') and assigns the goal to the plan with the best sum of returned desire set and agent's current desire set7 . If no plan can handle the goal, the agent asks the plan library for all plans possibly able to achieve it and performs the same desire-based selection on them. Once a plan is found, the current implementation always prefers executing new goals over old ones, forcing all plans that are incompatible with the new goal to pause until the plan to handle the new goal is nished. This behaviour could be generalised, but in the Visual Gaming context, this oered exactly the level of dynamics needed.



RaiseNewEvent is called with an event and a parameter to specify



whether this may or must be handled by this agent. Independent of the parameter, the rst thing the agent does is ask all active plans for their reaction (`ReactToNewEvent'). If any of them react with `must be handled' or `I can handle it' or if the parameter forces the event to be handled, the event will be turned into a `DealWithEventGoal' that contains the event itself as a parameter. In this case, this new goal is then given to `RaiseNewGoal' and processed just as described above.



3.



DoMaintenance cleans up the plans, checks if they are nished, re-



4.



UpdateCurrentDesires is the only function the `Agent' class leaves



sumes plans if the plans that blocked them are removed and updates and cleans the currently handled events. In short, this makes sure that the rest of the code can rely on an up-to-date and tidy state of the agent's data. The equally important task of this function is to call the abstract function `UpdateCurrentDesire' { see below. to be implemented in the application-dependent derived agent classes. The function is called during DoMaintenance to update the current



7 Since



comparing desires is highly non-linear, this sum matters: If I have spent a fortune on securing my house { thus I have a high value for safety in the current desire set {, a plan that proposes to install an extra alarm system for the new TV will over-saturate the safety desire and thus might be worse than a plan focusing on ecient use of money.
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desire set of the agent, depending on her current beliefs. In short, the derived agent class must analyze the current belief and adjust the current desire set to re ect that state. 5.



ExecuteStep runs one step on all active plans, in the order of their



priority. Because of the timing constraints of the Visual Gaming environment, a decision was made to insert new plans { created because another plan raised a new goal on the agent { immediately into the list so that they will be executed in the same turn. The implementation uses a priority queue to execute the plan with the next lowest priority and adds new plans immediately to this queue. I realize that this is a design decission that should be left to the application. This can be done quite easily, for instance by adding a switch to control this behaviour.



3.4 Implementing Team behaviour A team is always represented by a team agent which employes other agents { possibly other team agents { as members. The `Member' class represents such a position in a team by specifying the required capabilities (in case the team should be dynamically lled) and the importance for the team, to allow plans to react on the death of an important member, possibly by raising a new event that forces the agent to deal with this loss. The creation of teams or all agents for that matter is mostly supposed to be done by other plans. A team agent's plan could not only create the positions in the team but also create the agents to ll those positions. Of course, agents can also be created by parts of the application outside the agent framework. Team control works in the same way. Since the knowledge about the positions and their employed agents is with the agent, every plan running on the agent has access to it and can raise individual goals on those employed agents. In section 4.1 a way is discussed to add basic actions to team agents to control a team like a single agent, but that is a very application-dependent technique. It is important in this interpretation of teams not to confuse `coordination' with `control'. The amount of coordination that the team members can 18



do with each other is very limited. But it is also not the intention of this framework: team behaviour is achieved by intelligent control from above. It is the responsibility of the team plan to monitor the team members' actions and possibly adjust them. This does not mean that the basic agents are just the outlet of trivial commands, they can still implement complex behaviour to respond to the goals the team agent gives them. But the coordination is done on the team level, resulting in top-down control of the basic agents.
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4



The Visual Gaming Solution



4.1 Basic agents and teams All agents in the player are derived from `Round3Agent', which adds the properties Location, HasLocation and IsDead to the `Agent' class from the framework. Every NanoBot is wrapped by a NanoBotAgent deriving the capabilities from the bots type and characteristics and oering slightly re ned access to the bots basic tasks. To model the special task of resetting the Hoshimi point's state to 'avaiable' when dead, a StorageNeedleAgent is derived from NanoBotAgent to handle NanoNeedles built on Hoshimi points. None of those three agent types employs any kind of intelligent or reactive behaviour. They only make the basic tasks easier to access. After all, the behaviour is to be encoded by plans, described in subsection 4.3. The system uses four types of team agents: 1. The AITeamAgent groups the NanoAI together with two protectors (NanoCollectors specialized in scanning and defense) 2. The CollectorTeam represents a group of bots to transfer AZN from sources to Hoshimi points, each team with the ability to defend itself and fully ll one needle at a time 3. The AttackerTeam is responsible for driving back the blood cells to their injection point and keeping them in check there 4. The Explorerteam gouverns the explorers on the whole map. In contrast to the other three teams, this team does not control a group of agents travelling together but rather controls all explorers on the map, giving them individual tasks (for instance nding the other player's NanoAI or do reconnaissance for a group of teams), depending on the current game situation. The rst three teams are derived from the abstract class `TeamBotAgent' allowing a second form of team control (the rst being to raise speci c goals on 20



the member agents), a speci c possibility in this environment: Encapsulated by a set of interfaces (IBotAgent, IBotCapMove, IBotCapDefend, IBotCapBuild and IBotCapCollect), the TeamBotAgent exposes the same functions for giving basic tasks as the NanoBotAgent does (naturally implementing those functions with the same set of interfaces). Thus it is possible to give the whole team the basic task to, for instance, move or defend. The TeamBotAgent implements those features in the most general way by propagating the received command or request to the implementation of the mentioned interfaces in all members of the agent, resolving a small set of known possible con icts (for instance if not all member agents are able to defend, the order is only given to those who can). Since those members are NanoBotAgents, the given task is applied to all the bots in the team. This method of controlling teams allows for a very beautiful generalization of some plans: the plan itself does not have to know whether it is dealing with a NanoBotAgent or a TeamBotAgent. The same plan will be able to execute on both kinds of agents. This saves development time (only one plan has to be written) and computation time (instead of one plan on every member, one plan controlls the whole team). The only agent missing now is the root, or the creator, of the application. As the NanoAI is the root of all bots there must be one agent to spawn the hierarchy of all other agents. I have called this agent `MasterAgent'. It is the only agent ever to receive a goal or event from the `outside' { that is, not from another agent's plan { namely the goal to win the game. From there on, the plan to handle this rst goal will create members in the MasterAgent to host the teams, create and attach those teams and raise their rst goals. This concept allows, for example, for dierent plans to respond to the goal to win the game, depending on the map, thus creating a dierent agent population in dierent environments. More to the point, the MasterAgent brings the full exibility of the agent framework right from the start.



4.2 Events, Desires, Goals There are two important events: `OpponentSightedEvent' and `DefenderSightedEvent', both derived from `OtherBotSightedEvent', to force the agents 21



to react to blood cells in the area. While global information makes a lot of things much easier, raising all global events would be a waste of resources. Therefore there is a special plan running (the `RaiseOtherBotEventsPlan') to raise events about other bots in a certain range of the agent. From this point on events are handled just as described in section 3.2. The usage of desires has been rather limited, because almost unneeded in this system. There are three dimensions of desire, called `safety', `defense' and `points', but they are only used to react to DefenderSightedEvents dierently for stationary or moveable agents. There is a range of goals used in all parts of the systems behaviour, from low level goals like the `GetToXYGoal' to very high-level goals like the `BuildNeedlesGoal'. Since for most goals there is only one reasonable way to solve them, most goals have a plan that has a matching name, i.e. `BuildNeedlesPlan'. Dierent behaviour (and therefore choice by comparing desires) is only intended for a DealWithEventGoal on a DefenderSightedEvent. In this case, and if there is no `NBGetToXYPlan' running to immediately integrate this goal, a moveable agent will pick the `EvadeDefenderPlan' which allows her to move away while shooting, while a stationary agent will pick the `ShootAtDefenderPlan' to re on the best target.



4.3 Plans The systems has a total of thirteen dierent plans in three categories: lowlevel plans, high-level plans and special plans. I will give a brief overview of the key points of interest for each plan.



Low-level plans  NBGetToXYPlan



The `NB' stands for NanoBot because this plan was originally built to gouvern the basic movement of NanoBotAgents. With the TeamBotAgent however, it is possible to use it for teams as well. The plan reacts to the GetToXYGoal, which contains the target point and a number of 22



settings in uencing how aggressive the agent will be towards defenders { a collector team will only want to re on blood cells that are an immediate thread to its path whereas an attacker team is supposed to clear the area and should `shoot on sight'. As will be shown in section 4.4.1, the full path from start to end is rather coarse and may contain small detours. Therefore the plan does a ne planning of the next 20 steps and only gives those as a basic task to the agent8 . The plan is also responsible for dealing with defenders along the way. To have an up-to-date list of defenders in range, the plan reacts to the DefenderSightedEvent. Depending on the agent's ability to shoot, the plan will either have the agent re or evade the defenders, or possibly both if the agent is coming close to the defender's ring range.



 EvadeDefenderPlan



Designed to protect moveable agents who do not currently have a GetToXYGoal, this plan acts very similarly to the NBGetToXYPlan, except that it tries to return to the original position after having dealt with the defenders. Depending on the agent's ability to shoot, the plan will either have the agent re or evade the defenders, or possibly both if the agent is coming close to the defender's ring range.



 ShootAtDefenderPlan



A very trivial plan for stationary agents, this plan reacts to the DefenderSightedEvent and starts ring on the best defender in range. If there are black cells in range, the plan will rst target them, otherwise he will target the nearest white cell.



 BuildNanoBotPlan



One of the few plans to actually use the ability to queue multiple goals, this plan stores all BuildNanoBotGoals and executes them in order. Since building bots will interrupt the current activities of the AITeamAgent, the plan makes sure that the agent is not too close to the blood cell's injection point before setting a basic task. Since this plan has a very low priority and is compatible with all other plans, it is always executed after any EvadeDefenderPlan or NBGet-



8 This



has the second nice eect that the other player does not see the real target, making it harder for him to predict the agents's movement.
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ToXYPlan. Therefore it is able to interrupt any basic move task but it keeps the NanoAI's protector's defend tasks in tact so the AITeamAgent will be able to defend itself while the NanoAI is building.



 NBTransferAZNPlan



This plan is respnsible for setting the basic task to collect or transfer. Since the collector team may arrive at a Hoshimi point before the NanoAI had a chance to build a NanoNeedle there, the NBTransferAZNPlan is able to wait in the backgroung until it is actually possible to achieve its task. To do this, the plan must be compatible with, for instance, the EvadeDefenderPlan to allow the collector team to deal with passing blood cells while waiting for the NanoAI to arrive and build the needle. Like for the BuildNanoBotPlan, this is implemented by a very low priority and compatibility with all other plans. That way, the plan can wait in the backgroung and interrupt the current basic tasks of the collectors in the team to collect or transfer the AZN once that is possible.



High-level plans  WinTheGamePlan



The plan reacts to the WinTheGameGoal on the MasterAgent and builds up the AITeamAgent, four CollectorTeamAgents, the AttackerTeamAgent and the ExplorerTeamAgent. Note that this does not immediately lead to building all the bots in those teams. The actual behaviour of the teams themselves is still encoded the corresponding high-level plans.



 BuildNeedlesPlan



This plan runs on the AITeamAgent and is responsible for sending the AI team from Hoshimi point to Hoshimi point to build NanoNeedles there. The order in which Hoshimi points are visited is not generated by the plan but comes from the global planner (see section 4.4.2). In BDI terminology, this is part of the (active) belief, although the description given by A. Sloman in [10] ts the situation much better: the global planner is a management layer on top of the agent architecture, described in his paper as `deliberative processing'. 24



A side feature of the BuildNeedlesPlan is to build NanoBlockers whenever he sees t, i.e. when the other NanoAI or a large number of NanoCollectors of the other players are close.



 HarvestAZNPlan



This is the main high-level plan of the collector teams. The global belief marks for every Hoshimi point its state (`avaiable', `occupied by me', `occupied by the other player', `done'), the estimated time of arrival (ETA) of the AI to build a NanoNeedle and a reference to the collector team that is going to ll this point. The HarvestAZNPlan uses this information to pick the next target for the collector team. It then uses a GoalQueue to store the entire operation as a list of low-level goals { go the the AZN source, collect, go to the Hoshimi point, transfer { and then monitors the execution of those goals. Monitoring is done by checking the current global belief (was the Hoshimi point lost to the other AI?) and the states of the goals (is the team going to take too long to get to the chosen Hoshimi point, should we replan?). This constant checking oers a very robust way to act in this highly dynamic environment.



 HuntBCsPlan



Solely used by the attacker team, this very simple plan comes into life when the blood cell's injection point is rst spotted (the HuntBCsGoal is raised at the beginning of the game by the WinTheGamePlan but the HuntBCsPlan `sleeps' until the location of the blood cell's injection point appears in the belief set). It sends the attacker team to a location close enough to the blood cell's injection point to re at it, but far enough not to be red upon by the constantly built blood cells. This is done with a GetToXYGoal set to `shoot on sight'. Once that position is reached, the HuntBCsPlan start continually ring at the injection point.



 ExploreMapPlan



This somewhat unorthodox plan reacts to the ExploreMapGoal. The goal contains a set of agents (the explorers) and a set of targets (points or agents) that are to be explored. The plan then starts sending the explorers from target to target, keeping an eective spread to best use the number of explorers given. This is achieved by choosing the next 25



target for an explorer depending on when every target was last visited, the distance of the target to the explorer and, most importantly, the distance of the target to the other explorers in the team. This way, the explorers `spread out' among the targets. Since the targets can be points or agents, the plan is equally suited to explore the Hoshimi points looking for the other NanoAI or to keep moving to and fro among a number of teams, providing reconnaisance with a few explorers { and thus using the huge speed bonus the explorers have.



 FollowOtherAIPlan



Executed by exactly one explorer, this trivial plan keeps generating GetToXYGoals to send the explorer to the current position of the other NanoAI.



Special plans  RaiseOtherBotEventsPlan



As described in section 4.2, this plan is used to ` lter' the global belief and only create OtherBotSightedEvents for entities close to the agent the plan is running on.



 KeepObsoleteAgentAlivePlan



Since the upper limit for the number of bots is rather restricitive (40), bots have to be destroyed to make room for building new NanoNeedles on Hoshimi points. Therefore, the belief keeps track of the bots that are obsolete are can be destroyed when the next free space is needed. These agents are called obsolete and are usually NanoBlockers { they serve no other purpose than to hinder the other player and it would be foolish to destroy a collector team just to keep a NanoBlocker up. To make sure that `eective' NanoBlockers are destroyed last, this plan keeps putting the agent it is running on at the end of the list of bots to be destroyed, but only if another bot has come within a certain distance of the agent. This way, if a blocker is actually doing something, i.e. hindering other bots, it is destroyed after unnecessary bots.
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4.4 Other challenges



4.4.1 Path planning Path planning is a central issue in this environment because it is very timecritical. There a hundreds of paths that need to be computed, not mainly to get from A to B but to compare alternatives, do global planning, choose the right Hoshimi point to ll with a collector team etc. Solving all those tasks in real time on a graph with 200 times 200 nodes is not possible. Therefore, special solutions had to be found for special problems.



Precise short-distance planning



To compute a precise path an agent can follow, a conventional A* search on the real map is implemented in the PerfectAStarPathFinder class. Since this is not a very eective method, these paths are computed as parts of a coarse long-distance path while the agent moves.



Planning of evading paths



A very interesting problem is to plan a path that, while getting closer to the target, best evades a given set of enemy agents. The paths of the enemy agents are known because the game engine uses a deterministic path planner to compute them. To every enemy agent, a certain distance must be kept at all times { otherwise the agent risks being red upon. First, I have relaxed this problem by going from a binary decision to a continuous punishment function. Naturally, this function is dependent on the position of the node in the graph and on the time taken to get there { this is because the enemy agents will be at dierent positions at dierent times. Therefore, the search space gains another dimension: the time. In this new, cubic graph, a normal A* search is done to nd the path with the least distance plus punishment to the target nodes { targets are all nodes with the target position and any time. This produces an optimal (and rather beautiful) path through groups of blood cells. The implementing class is CustomDistPerfectAStarPathFinder.
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Long-distance planning



With a large number of nodes involved, any form of optimal search is no longer doable. To produce coarse paths in a small enough time, a search of a derived space of approximately 1600 `landmarks' was implemented. Each landmark has a position on the actual map and a cached list of paths to connect it to other landmarks nearby. Every AZN source and Hoshimi point is sure to have a landmark on it and all other landmark are `grown' from this starting set as described in the next paragraph. Now to nd a path from A to B (neither of them have to have a landmark on them), the algorithm starts expanding basic nodes from A until it nds the rst landmark and then switches to expanding landmarks by using their stored connections. Once close enough to the target, it switches back to expanding basic nodes until it reaches B. Then, the stored paths are connected to a single coarse path from A to B. The algorithm is implemented in the AStarLandmarkPathFinder class. Benchmarks have shown that this method is ve times faster than a basic A* search and produces errors in distace between 2% and 5%, depending of the complexity of the map.



Landmark growing



Using landmarks was very tricky at rst since it has to be guaranteed that no connection is missing, for instance at a very narrow passage. If the two landmarks on both sides of the passage were not connected for some reason, the path planner would never use this passage resulting in large detours. Therefore landmark must not be placed rst and connected later, but dynamically placed while connecting them. Starting from a set of landmarks on important spots of the map (AZN sources and Hoshimi points), the algorithm chooses a landmark L and expands its neighbourhood, up to a xed distance. If there are landmarks in the expanded region, they can be immediately connected to L. Then, the algorithm analyses the perimeter of the expanded region, which is a diamond on open space but can take dierent shapes if there are obstacles. The analysis produces a set of segments along the perimeter that do not have obstacles in them. If segments are longer than 4 nodes, they are cut. In the middle of each segment, a new landmark is created and connected to L. The process continues until all landmarks have been expanded. The algorithm is implemented in the LandmarkFinder class. The following images shows the generated landmarks and their connections:
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Figure 2: A section of a Visual Gaming map with landmarks (white circles) and their connections (blue lines). The white rectangles are Hoshimi points, the yellow rectangles are AZN sources.



Planning with multiple targets



For the global planning, a lot of information is needed on the distances of AZN sources and Hoshimi points to each other. Planning those distances one by one is obviously not an ecient choice. Rather, it is possible to compute the distances from one point of interest to all others by performing a complete, uninformed exploration of the landmark graph and extracting the necessary paths. This is implemented in the LandmarkMultiPathFinder class.



Taking blood cells into account



When planning long distance paths, it would be good to discourage the planner to choose paths through areas with a high number of blood cells. A simple way to solve this was to add a `defender value' to each landmark and apply it as a distance modi er during planning9 . Each defender value un is updated by replacing it with un   + x   (1 ), where x is the number of blood cells currently closer than 7 elds. A usual value for  is 0:93, was chosen at 20. The resulting value slowly adapts to the density of blood cells in the area. The landmark positions and connections as well as many computed paths are cached in the PathGlobal class to make path planning even more ecient. All those techniques are used throughout the systems, by many plans and, of course, by the global planner. 9 Since



this report's intention is to explain the concept, I will not elaborate on the parameters behind this.
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4.4.2 Global planning The aim of global planning was to nd an ordering of Hoshimi points to visit (henceforth called tour) that is very good in the near future and does not ruin any chances for the far future { for instance by running into a dead end. Given the dynamic behaviour of the other player, there is no such thing as an optimal solution which is why I think solving the travelling salesman problem is a futile attempt. The search for a good tour consists of two main parts: A basic search of the tour space and a quality function on (partial) tours.



Evaluating tours



The quality of a tour is de ned as the sum of qualities of the Hoshimi points visited. The quality of a Hoshimi point can be though of as the probability to successfully build and ll this point, although I will call it quality because it does not conform to all the rules of probability. This quality is dependent on three values: the current turn, the estimated turn in which the point will be reached (this is the only thing that depends on the tour) and the estimated turn in which the other player's NanoAI will reach the point. To get the third value, a tour must be predicted for the other NanoAI, which is simply done by producing a next-neighbour tour of all free Hoshimi points, starting from the other NanoAI's current position. The produced quality slowly declines with the dierence between current turn and estimated arrival growing, punishes visiting Hoshimi points without a close AZN source and forbids points we will reach after the other player. The sum of those qualities along a tour gives a tour quality that rewards taking a cluster of Hoshimi points in the near future over taking it at the end of the tour but still takes the longer future into consideration: tours with more Hoshimi points will most of the time be favoured over tours with less.



Searching tours



The quality-based tour search does exactly one level of recursion. This means that to choose the best from a set of candidates, a nonrecursive tour is calculated from each candidate { non-recursive meaning that on this level always the Hoshimi point with the best quality will be chosen { and the candidate with the best non-recursive tour quality is chosen as the 30



next point.



Finding a good injection point



The search for a good injection point is not simple. Even a point that has a wonderful tour starting from it can be completely wrong if the other player manages to cut o the chosen tour and there is no good alternative. Therefore, my search for the best start is based on co-aligning tours. From a set of candidates, a quality-based tour is computed. The real quality of that tour T , however, is the minimum over all other tours T , only summing up the Hoshimi point qualities T reaches before T . The candidate with the best quality in that sense is chosen as injection point. This guarantees an injection point which is robust to intervention by another players own tour. 0



0



4.5 Putting it together Now that all the basic techniques and the components of the agent system are there, all that is left to do is to integrate them into one system for the competition. As mentioned in 2.4, the system only reacts to two events: ChooseInjectionPoint, called once at the beginning of the game, and WhatToDoNext, called every 4 turns. The rst function is used to initialize all the static data: growing the landmarks, precomputing the paths between points of interest, registering all the plans and eventually call the global planner to nd a good injection point. The WhatToDoNext function splits into three main parts: 1. The belief is updated with the current sensor information. This includes integrating newly built bots into the agent framework (assigning them a NanoBotAgent), tracking other bots, predicting their movement and updating the landmark's defender values. 2. Next the maintenance and then the execution cycle of the agent hierarchy is invoked. This leads to all the plans being executed, basic tasks assigned, this is where the agent framework ts into the larger software system. 31



3. The remaining time to the 200ms limit is used to invoke the global planner and update the current tour or just update the other NanoAI's predicted tour. If there is still time left, the function starts updating paths between points of interest because they may change with changing defender values.
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5



Results



5.1 The competition The Visual Gaming competition was set up in four rounds. The rst round was rather a formality: reaching 300 points in single player mode. From the approximately 20000 people that downloaded the development kit, about 2000 submitted a successfull entry. The second round did a national selection, producing 8 contestants per country. To reduce the number of participants, a pool system is used. Contestants are grouped into pools of four, all pairings are played and the better two10 advance to the next turn. I submitted the solution described in this report for Australia and scored the highest sum of points in my pool, but since only 5 australian teams participated there was no selection in this round. The third round was to reduce the 128 remaining contestants to only 6. This was done in 5 turns, each cutting the number of remaining players in half. My submitted entry won 8 out of 9 games in the rst 3 turns and, sadly, failed in the 4th turn because although the agent architecture produced marvelous behaviour on the low level, the global planner did not chose good enough routes on the very dicult map that was used. After winning all of the 6 games against other teams that dropped out in the 4th turn as well, my entry received a 9th place in the international ranking. Overall, that comes to 14 victories in 18 games. I am certain that it was not the BDI part that failed and with a few international side-competitions to go, I am con dent that the global planner can be tuned to be more competitive.



5.2 A Real Game Scenario To illustrate the operation of the solution in the Visual Gaming context this section will go step by step through a real game to show and document how the framework has responded to the matters at hand. 10 Decided



by number of wins or, if equal, by the score sum.
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A word on the images



This section contains numerous screenshots to illustrate the situations the agents face. Since making them very large is not practicable nor will most printer resolutions be enough to see all details I must refer to the electronic version which contains all images in full quality. I apologize for any inconveniences.



5.2.1 Guide to the images The images used to represent the dierent bot types are the following:



Figure 3: The images used for the bot types. From the left: NanoAI, NanoNeedle, NanoCollector, NanoExplorer, NanoBlocker. The same images are used for the second player, but they are in blue. Blood cells and points of interest are represented as follows:



Figure 4: The images used for blood cells and points of interest. From the left: White Cell, Black Cell, Hoshimi Point, AZN source. To identify the type of terrain, the following color code is used. From the perspective of the game there is no dierence between bone and vessel, they are both not passable.



Figure 5: The colors used for area types. From the left: Bone, Vessel, Low Density, Medium Density, High Density. If a bot or blood cell is defending, collecting, transfering or moving, a dashed 34



yellow line points to the target for the respective operation. Since the line is dashed, it appears more dense if a number of bots are acting as a team.



5.2.2 Build-up and harvesting



Figure 6: The start of the game: screenshots after 12, 40 and 44 turns.



Turn 12



After spending approximately 2 secondes on growing landmarks, precomputing paths and nding an injection point, the systems gives that injection point to the game engine and the WhatToDoNext event is invoked for the rst time in turn 12. The rst action of the system is to create the MasterAgent and raise a WinTheGameGoal on it. The responding WinTheGamePlan now starts to create and populate the members of this MasterAgent. It creates one AITeamAgent, one AttackerTeamAgent, four CollectorTeamAgents and one ExplorerTeamAgent, in that order. The AITeamAgent integrates the pre-existing NanoAI into a NanoBotAgent and creates two more members for two protectors, immidiately issuing the command for their contruction via BuildNanoBotGoals to the AITeamAgent. Remember that since the AITeamAgent { and every other team except the ExplorerTeamAgent { are TeamBotAgents, it is possible to control the whole team like a single agent, in this case the BuildNanoBotPlan responding to the BuildNanoBotGoals will send a `build' task to the team agent which is then forwarded to the intergrated NanoAI. The BuildNanoBotPlan queues up all incoming BuildNanoBotGoals and executes them one by one. After having raised the goals to build the two protectors, the AITeamAgent raises the BuildNeedlesGoal on himself which starts the main cycle to build needles, more on that in the next paragraph. The AttackerTeamAgent creates ve protector members but does not raise the goals for them to be built yet. The team enters a `dorment' state and can 35



be told to start building by any plan. It then raises a HuntBCsGoal which is answered by a HuntBCsPlan. This plan uses the dorment state to wait until the position of the blood cell's injection point has entered the global belief (see turn 120). The CollectorTeamAgents have a similiar dorment mechanism. In the beginning of the game it is important to quickly aquire Hoshimi points by building NanoNeedles. Since building up all teams would take to much time, the teams are built `lazy', each when it's rst target (a Hoshimi point) is close to getting a NanoNeedle. This is performed by the HarvestAZNPlan, invoked by a HarvestAZNGoal, which is responsible for nding targets and an optimal AZN source to visit on the way and will only start building the team if the NanoAI is close enough to the rst target. Last but not least, the ExplorerTeamAgent creates ve members for NanoExplorers and raises two ExploreMapGoals, each with a dierent set of explorers and a dierent set of targets. The rst goal will use three explorers to systematically search all Hoshimi Points while the second goal is to use the other two explorers to provide reconaissance to the other teams. Because the presence of the blood cell's injection point could make an immediate defense neccessary, the ExplorerTeamAgent does not send the goals to build the explorers until 12 turns later, this way the AttackerTeam has a chance to build it's bots before the explorers if this is needed. All this initialization is of course in the background, so for the outside observer the only thing that really happens is the appearance of the NanoAI on the map.



Turn 40



After having spent exactly 28 turns on building two protectors and ve explorers, the AITeamAgent can now start to build needles. The BuildNeedlesPlan has already retrieved the next target in turn 12 and issued a BuildNanoBotGoal which was queued together with the other goals and is now executed. The image also shows the beginning exploration by the three explorers that are in the set to explore the Hoshimi Points. The ExploreMapPlan running on the ExplorerTeamAgent has issued GetToXYGoals on each individual explorer to send it to a near Hoshimi Point while dispersing the three explorers in dierent directions as much as possible. The function of a NBGetToXYPlan will be discussed in detail in section 5.2.3. Meanwhile the other two 36



explorers stay stationary on the injection point until a team moves to far o.



Turn 44



The BuildNanoBotPlan has now done all building. On the AITeamAgent, the BuildNeedlesPlan notes that a needle has been build and requests the next target from the global planner. It then raises a GetToXYGoal with that coordinates. As a result, the image shows the yellow line identifying the last point of the ne-planned section the NBGetToXYPlan has produced. As mentioned in section 4.3, the plan does not send the complete path as a basic action but only this rst part.



Figure 7: Build-up phase: screenshots after 68, 96, 140 and 160 turns.



Turn 68



The AITeamAgent has travelled exactly 12 cells since turn 44 which leaves less than 10 cells to go in the current ne-planned path. Therefore, the NBGetToXYPlan has advanced the next ne target and replanned a ne path, as can be seen by the changed target of movement.



Turn 96



In this turn, the second ExploreMapPlan acts for the rst time. The distance between the AITeamAgent and both explorers in the plan's set has increased to over 15 cells. Thus, the plan issues a GetToXYGoal to get one of the explorers closer to the team. This can be seen by the yellow line indicating the movement of the explorer.



Turn 140



In turn 120 an explorer detected the blood cell's injection point (see subsection 5.2.3). This led to the HuntBCPlan's immediate order to build up the AttackerTeamAgent's bots. The resulting BuildNanoBots plan has halted all movement of the AITeamAgent. Now, 20 turns and 5 built bots later, the newly built AttackerTeamAgent begins it's journey to the 37



enemy injection point and the AITeamAgent continious it's journey towards the second Hoshimi Point. At the same time however, the HarvestAZNPlans of the rst three collector teams have triggered the command to build up their team as well.



Turn 160



The rst collector team is built. The HarvestAZNPlan on that team has identi ed the rightmost AZN source to be the best to pick up AZN on the way to ll up the needle on the injection point. It has then raised a GetToXYGoal to bring the team close enough to that AZN source to collect AZN. The AITeamAgent is still busy building the other teams.



Figure 8: End of build-up phase: screenshots after 200, 220, 284 and 300 turns.



Turn 200



The AITeamAgent has nished building three collector teams and continues on the way to the next Hoshimi Point. All three collector teams { or rather: their HarvestAZNPlans { have received a target from the global planner and are moving to get AZN.



Turn 220



With the second needle built, the AITeamAgent's BuildNeedlesPlan receives the next target from the global planner and moves on. The rst collector team has now reached the AZN source and begins the collection process, indicated by the yellow line to the center of the source. The ExplorerTeamPlan has noticed that the AITeamAgent has again gotten to far from the lower explorer and has given the explorer a new GetToXYGoal to follow it. 38



Turn 284



The AITeamAgent has paused again to build the fourth collector team (requested in turn 276). The explorer responsible for the teams has further followed the AITeamAgent along the corridor and two collector teams are close to reaching their rst needle.



Turn 300



The agent population has now reached full harvesting eciency. Four collector teams are operating and two out of three built needles are lled. The rest of the game repeats this global loop of building needles and collecting and delivering AZN.



5.2.3 Evasive and defensive maneuvers



Figure 9: First encounter with blood cells: screenshots after 116, 132 and 156 turns.



Turn 116



The explorer in the image has received a GetToXYGoal from the ExploreMapPlan in turn 12 and is now executing a NBGetToXYPlan to reach one of the lower Hoshimi Points. The black cells at the bottom are in scanning range but not yet close enough to generate events for the explorer, so the explorer continues to travel downwards.



Turn 132



The explorer has spotted the black cells. More precise: information about the black cells has been added to the global belief at the beginning 39



of the turn and the RaiseOtherBotEventsPlan running on the explorer has raised a DefenderSightedEvent because they are close enough to the explorer. The running NBGetToXYPlan has reacted to the event with 'I can handle it' and has thereafter integrated the resulting DealWithEventGoal by adding the information about the black cells to a local list. Asked for the next basic action (`ExecuteStep'), the plan has then activated the evading path planner (see section 4.4.1) to compute a path that does not get to close to the black cells. Since the passage is completely blocked by them, the only course of action is to retreat.



Turn 156



As the black cells come closer, the information that the NBGetToXYPlan has integrated is automatically updated (`active' belief). Therefore, the explorer continues to retreat from the black cells. It is now moving with half speef { exactly enough to maintain the distance to the defenders.



Figure 10: Standard evade & defense situation: screenshots after 248, 252, 264, 284 and 292 turns.



Turn 248



Still, the explorer is retreating from the coming black cells. Luckily he runs into the attacker team that has been built in turns 120 to 140 after that same explorer had spotted the blood cell's injection point. The attacker team is currently executing a HuntBCsPlan and is therefore on it's way to that injection point, also using a NBGetToXYPlan.



Turn 252



The AttackerTeamAgent has spotted the black cell. The resulting DealWithEventGoal was integrated into the NBGetToXYPlan { in the same way as the it happened in turn 132 with the explorer { and the plan is reacting to it. With the attacker team however, the plan detects the capability to `defend' in the team. Thus, the primary reaction is not to evade but to re. The explorer continues to retreat. Note that there is no direct 40



cooperation between the attacker team and the explorer. The protectors in the attacker team act as a single entity and the explorer provides the attacker team with scanning information { but the two only communicate by changing the global belief. Another small feature in this situation is the fact that the black cell is still more than 12 units away from the attacker team and thus not directly in ring range. By shooting at a closer point in the same direction however, the `shockwave' of the shot is still aection the black cell. This `out-of-range'shooting is the reason why the white line does not point directly at the black cell.



Turn 264



The black cell has been destroyed. It's presense is removed from the global belief and both agents react by continuing their journey.



Turn 284



The group of white cells is dealt with in the same way as the black cell: The explorer starts evading them { note that white cells have a much smaller defense radius which is why the explorer dares to come much closer { and the attacker team stops and res.



Turn 292



After successfully dealing with all defenders, both agents continue on their path.



Figure 11: The attacker team reaches it's nal position: screenshots after 416 and 508 turns.



Turn 416



The black cell at the left of the image marks the position of the blood cell's injection point. The game described here is a two player game, both with exactly the same system and the other player's AttackerTeamAgent's HuntBCsPlan has already reached it's nal position. On the right 41



side we can see the green attacker team, one explorer and the AITeamAgent. All three agents have integrated the white cell's information into their NBGetToXYPlan, but since white cells have a very low defense radius, the AITeamAgent does not care about them and continues travelling towards the Hoshimi Point. Because of a dierent parameter setting in the GetToXYGoal, the attacker team reacts dierently and starts shooting at them.



Turn 508



The green attacker team has now also reached the nal position near the blood cell's injection point and start continuously ring at it to prevent new blood cells from spreading into the rest of the map.



5.2.4 The global perspective



Figure 12: Global game overview, part I: screenshots after 12, 252 and 484 turns.



Turn 12



First, it becomes evident why this starting point was chosen: It oers a good tour to many Hoshimi Points both upwards and downwards and is therefor stable against the unknown injection point of the other player. Second, my reason for choosing this game it that although being a valid twoplayer game, the other player is cut o by the blood cell's injection point in the left bottom of the map (not on the image).



Turn 252



The game is starting up. I have described two special section of this situation in the sections above.



Turn 484



After eliminating most blood cells, the game reaches a very stable level: global tour planning becomes the most important task. The 42



AI has just built the lower left needle and now chooses to travel to the Hoshimi Point in the top left of the green region. Although this is not the closest Hoshimi Point { remember that travelling through green space takes 3 instead of 2 turns per cell {, the two Hoshimi Points in the center of the image oer no potential whatsoever. Therefore they are given up by the global planner.



Figure 13: Global game overview, part II: screenshots after 972, 1452 and 1499 turns.



Turn 972



The AITeamAgent has advanced to the top left of the map. You will note that there are only three collector teams on the map now. This is simply because the limit of 40 bots for one player makes it neccessary to destroy bots in order to make space for more needles. We can also see the two explorers designated to do reconnaissance for the teams travelling between the AITeam on the left and the two collector teams on the right. In this case, the two collector teams on the right are already taking position near the Hoshimi Points that will be built next.



Turn 1452



The last needle has been built. The two collector teams are close to lling their last needles. The game is nearing it's end.



Turn 1499



This is the situation of the game at the end. The reason why the AITeamAgent has built the row of needles is that at an equal score and an equal number of needles on hoshimi points, the third aspect of comparing players is by their overall number of needles. Only if those three and the total number of bots are equal, the game ends in a tie.
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5.2.5 No News is Good News The presented scenario has documented all key features of this application of the agent framework. During the extensive tests of the system I have run over 1000 automated games. The nal goal, however, is not to produce more scenarios but to eliminate any `eects'. I am con dent that the system has reached this level. Neither in the numerous test games nor in the 18 games of the competition has there been any wrong or unexplainable behaviour on the agent level. No wrong turns, no stuck or unresponsive agents. That is why I have not done any more thorough descriptions of more scenarios, they would not reveal any more details. However, the electronic version of this report should contain a large number of games and a viewer to look at them.
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5.3 A modi ed Tileworld application To apply the framework to at least one dierent environment, a simpli ed `Tileworld' was used. The scenario is very simple: the world consists of an in nite grid of squares, some of them contain food. Food has a value from 1 to 20 and may randomly pop in and out of existence. The world is inhabited by a large amount of agents, in a limited number of players (i.e. the agents in each player work `together'). A section of the world may look like this:



Figure 14: A section of the modi ed 'Tileworld'. White rectangles denote food with the value inside, agents are represented by circles. In this case, there are four players with the colors blue, red, green and yellow. An agent may move vertically or horizontally, one square per turn or alternatively eat the food on her current square. If an agent eats and there is food, the food amount is added to the player's score. The agents are controlled in a turn-based manner, in every turn every player is asked to assign new basic tasks to all his agents. The system implements two types of players: one as a greedy and stupid player without an agent architecture and one using the agent framework described in this report. The greedy player goes through all his agents and moves them to the nearest food or eats if they currently stand on a food. There is no memory, no planning, just greedy execution of this simple procedure. The agent player uses the framework to represent the agents with a simple agent class derived from the framework's class `Agent' to give them a reference to the player. Then, the following two plans operate on those agents: 1.



FeedPlan is responsible for the high-level control. 45



The plan decides



which food the agent will target next and then raises a GetToXYAndEatGoal with the target as a parameter. The plan can be parameterized through it's goal: the FeedGoal contains a commitment value, specifying for how many turns the plan must stick with the decision to target a chosen food. The only `intelligent' addition to the greedy way of chosing food is that the plan will not target food that is already targeted by another agent. This is done by adding information about which agent targets which food to the player's global belief. 2.



GetToXYAndEatPlan controls the agent's movement towards the



food. There is no pathplanning involved, but the plan always choses a direction which brings the agent closer to the target and is not blocked by another agent, if that is possible. When the agent reaches the target, an `eat' command is issued, provided the food is still there.



I have run a few simulations with three agent players with 0, 1 and 2 commitment turns and one greedy player and the results a very stable: After a while, the agent player with 0 commitment emerges with the highest score is followed by the greedy player and leaves the 1- and 2-commitment agent players behind:



Figure 15: Score graph of a simulated run on the modi ed `Tileworld'. As the legent shows, there are four players (each with 10 agents): three agent players with dierent commitment and one greedy player. The nal ordering (commit-0, greedy, commit-1, commit-2) is a very stable result. The fact that the framework could be quickly adapted to this scenario shows it's usability for applications other than the Visual Gaming environment. 46
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Conclusion



The presented agent framework is built on a few rather unorthodox interpretations of the main aspects of BDI architectures. Further studies should be done on how good it is possible to extend it into a true BDI architecture, which would mainly involve trimming down the plans to a more abstract common standard (i.e. a higher language to describe plans) to allow reasoning, learning and inference of one plan about the actions of another plan. As it stands, the framework provides the basis for implementing agent systems in .NET code. But the application in the Visual Gaming competition shows that those interpretations are well suited to creating object-oriented agents in a dynamic and competitive domain. The sucient dynamics of the system's reactions can be seen in the game scenario and the Tileworld application shows that although being developed for the Visual Gaming environment, the framework can easily be adapted. The particular advantage is the exibility the framework oers to the designer of the agent-based application. And it is my belief that this ultimately leads to more exible applications.
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